Pakefield Monthly Monitoring Report
Submitted By: Lucy.Goodan_CoastalPE

Date & Time of Survey: 10th December 2020 @ 1215
Time of Low Tide: 1115
Height of Low Tide: -0.8m ODN
Reason for Inspection: Monthly monitoring (+ current cliff erosion mitigation works by WMA)
Current & antecedent conditions: +1m surge on 2nd December caused minimal change. Any geomorphic work caused

by the northerly swell that accompanied this surge was over-compensated for by the southerly swell that followed this.
Offshore Average (Hs) wave Heights reached 6m offshore, from the south. These events have been proceeded by
relatively ‘normal’ wintery conditions – cold spell with fresh winds & intermittent rain.

Beach cliff
Maximum height of beach cliff face: 1.5m
Comments on beach cliff: Beach cliff face has clearly been wetted recently and shows evidence of geomorphic
re-working (lower gradient) but the toe has not recessed. R&M works have reshaped the southern end of the
beach cliff. The north end of the beach cliff is at the end of Grand avenue.

Number of paces from warning sign to beach cliff edge: impossible to measure today due to current coastal
management work area. PP measured >8 on 03/12 which was same as last inspection.

Photos of beach cliff:

Signage
Condition of signage: Good.
Comments on signage: Many additional signs on site today to keep visitors away from area of works, all
performing well.
Image of signage:

Shoreline change
Impression of intertidal beach volume: Minimal change since last inspection, despite large wave and high-water level
events at end of Nov/early Dec 2020. Beach material loss is balanced with cliff material gain on the supra-tidal beach
which is then re-worked over the intertidal due to narrow beach width.
Comments on change in coastal geomorphology: Beach is currently flat and in a fairly characteristic ‘winter’ profile
however there is no width available for storm berms to form, as they have just managed to in Lowestoft. Slight increase
in beach-cliff height caused by lowering of intertidal beach due to recent high wave/water level events. Current
morphology is being interfered with due to heavy plant machinery and additional beach sediment piled to put in to onetonne builders bags- as seen in attached photos.
To the south the cliffs are increasingly more vegetated, indicating stability gained by a gradually encroaching Benacre
Ness and increase in beach width, protecting southerly cliffs near Pontins. The Ness appears to be migrating north at a
sustained rate and the embayment ahead of the approaching bulge of sand it is prominent. Admittedly the decent low
tide today could emphasize this observation.

Photo looking north Pakefield: shows continuation of prominent beach cliff, wide flat foreshore & ‘winter’ profile.

Photo looking south Pakefield: shows accretion at back of beach, vegetated cliffs and approaching Ness.

Risk to property
Photos of 'The Cliffs' properties – with current erosion mitigation work going on

Photos of cliff section beneath 'The Rosary':

Comments on threat to cliff-top property: The threat to cliff top property is still high, despite installation of
builders bags, as the vegetation on the cliff face continues to be lost. The bare and actively eroding main cliff face is
moving north- now beyond the Rosary. On the cliff face beneath The Rosary’s remains a substantial covering of
vegetation and therefore relative stability to the unvegetated cliff section further south. Monitoring the reduction of this
vegetation will be crucial to forecasting when the Caravans and properties to the north will themselves be threatened.
Risk: High

Cliff recession
Change to northern cliffs: Actively eroding. Mainly slumps. New accretionary wedges at base of cliff plus new
vegetation at cliff toe. Wide back-scars indicate large failures. There will be more re-grading of cliffs to come
as cliff face gradients are not at uniform or stable angles. Monitor the change in front of Pakefield Caravan
Park closely over the winter- the area shown in photo below is the most vulnerable.

Change to southern cliffs: Actively erosion. Lots of change around rifle wall area. Lowered wetter foreshore
and large-scale cliff slumps. Narrow beach here. Less gravel. Perhaps the focus of recent wave energy.

Comments on cliff recession: No room for supra-tidal berms as seen further north at Lowestoft so very little

protection available to the cliffs. Water is readily reaching cliff toe, as evidenced further south with new lower cliff strata
exposed.

Photos of cliffs: Active erosion, large volumes of slumped material, wide back-scars evident from The Rosary
to south of riffle wall. Cliffs increasingly vegetated closer to Pontins.

Hazards &/or Debris
Comments on hazards &/or debris: new concrete pad fallen off cliff immediately south of Pakefield Caravan
Park (image below). Metal trailer at base of cliff partially exposed- opposite concrete pill box on foreshore.
Images of hazards &/or debris:

Current R&M works 09/12 – 12/12 2x 100m row of 1 tonne builders bags, filled with local sediment and
installed below current beach level, situated at base of cliff. The bag defense starts at the southern extent of
the ‘Hold the Line’ management policy unit and covers the properties on seaward side of ‘The cliffs’road.

Inspection Follow-up
Share with ESC team and community.
Raise concern for plastic in the marine environment – ESC need an action plan to manage this potential issue.

